In the matrix on the right we see that and we can carry out the third step. At the completion of the third step, the matrix will be in tridiagonal form. In the October 1963 issue of Mathematics of Computation, La Budde presented an algorithm for the reduction of an arbitrary real square matrix A to a similar tridiagonal matrix. We show here that when applied to Hessenberg matrices this procedure is identical to the more familiar reduction by elimination methods. Therefore the same care is needed with the new technique as with elimination in treating the instabilities which can occur, see [1] and [3] .
Let A be an unreduced lower Hessenberg matrix; i.e., a,y = 0 if j > i + 1, Oi.i+i 9e 0. La Budde's algorithm [2] consists of a sequence of major steps at the jth of which the current matrix A is transformed to A' = V3iIn-3-+ axy^AY ¡iln-i + bxy1) using the notation of [2] . The equations (3.8)-(3.11) determining the vectors x, y and the scalar c~ = 2Zw+i XkCijk reduce, in this case, to However Fy(/"_y -me')^!^/»-,-+ me1) represents the jth step of the reduction of A to tridiagonal form by elimination, see [1] and [3] . The matrices -D(-a/b) and Di-b/a) represent the multiplication of row j + 1 and the division of column j + 1 by -a/b and this leaves S'J+i = aj'+2.y+iay+i,¿+2 invariant for all permissible a, b. In general a, b are meant to be chosen so that Sj+i ?¿ 0 and thus in this case they are nugatory and we may put a = b = 1.
This shows that the penultimate paragraph of p. 436 in [2] is not correct. For Hessenberg matrices the algorithm can break down. 
